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In the third of the best-selling Cape Refuge series, mayoral candidate Ben Jackson seems to have

the election locked. But when Jackson's wife turns up murdered, things begin to shift. Was this the

act of a jealous lover? A dangerous client? Or is this all about the election? --This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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River's Edge is the third book of the Cape Refuge Story. I first read the two-book selection titled

"Cape Refuge" and "Southern Storm". I was captivated by the story line that is built around the

halfway home called Hanover House, that takes in people who have been down on their luck and

sometimes just out of jail or prison and willing to obey some rules in the process of turning their lives

around. But there are killings on this little island community and the small police force has to use all

their meager resources to try to uncover the evidence and find the perpetrators. Luckily for them,

some of their friends help them solve the crimes. After River's Edge, comes "Breakers Reef". This

one finishes the Cape Refuge series, , , , and I hated to see it end. But, having enjoyed Terri

Blackstock's style and stories, I am now reading "Last Light", and this appears to be first in a new

series. Readers need to read all four of the Cape Refuge series in the order they were written, as it

is a continuing story, each book building from the end of the previous one.

The third book in the Cape Refuge series is better than the last. Each book in the series has gotten



better than the last.By having the same core group in each book and bringing in new characters to

each book (usually the killer and a few others) it gives the author the ability to show more layers of

the core group and the island where they all live.Read it -you will enjoy it!!Now on to book four (and

the last one) of the series.

This was awesome to read couldn't put it down twist and turns showed God's grace, faithfulness

and steadfast love. It was good to see how the book came together and through the difficult times

God was always there

A rollercoaster ride of suspense mystery, intrigue, faith and many twists and turns. Strong

characters and strong storyline that will keep you on the edge of your seat. Kept me guessing until

the very end.

I had to keep reading the next page, the next chapter. So much goes on in the plots of Terri,s

books. I love always God and his foundation in these books

GREAT Seller, fast shipping. The book and authors are wonderful. I am reading everything they

write.

I loved it!! I love this author! Real life without all the vulgar language and sexual content!!!

Again....LOVED IT!!!!

I have loved these books....I can't wait to read number 4. It is refreshing that an author of fiction is

bold enough to share a bit of her faith in her books. Mew all need to be reminded that the Lord is in

charge of all things......especially change.
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